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Feeling of truth - our nearest friend. it's mission

is absolutely iudescribable. ihis feeling of truth is always

sitting everywhere seeing everything. and giving suggestions

about everything. Iherefcro. if we try to describe its mission,

it is possible to do so only to a certain extent, because its

voice is as deep as the voice of conscience. it is not possi—

ble to describe it. but we have to try to do so in order to

make it clearer and clearer. and not only to make it clearer

but to awaken this voice inside of our aesthetic conscience.

fir. Shdunoff has found a very interesting comparison —

the feeling of truLh. what is it like?1 it is like a musical

ear - everyone has the ability to hear different intervals in

music naturally, but this ability one be developed too. Lhc

same is true with the feeling of truth. if we only show thai

this is wrong, and this is xight. it is not going to develop

our feeling of truth. We must have time to develop our feeling

of t:uth, and one of the means is to exercise. knowing why we

this and that.

 

are exercis
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fact: imagine that we are actors. As actors our problem is

to Show, to incorporate. to‘con'cy to our audience things which

axe not so obvious to evozybody, ihevefare we are actc.s. Lhis

means that we have the ability to see axd understand, and cx— -

patience, and do things which a gcrson who is not an actor

cannot unde.staud. xadiate. convey or incorporate. But be-

cause of the special k ad of understanding, special kind of

 

experiencing and conveying and so on, we enceuntex our b

enemy — we knew him and have spoken about hie often. :his

- cur intel-

 

ercny is our intellectual approach to everyth

lectual understanding and grasping.

To be more concrete: if we take the newspaper to—

day and :ead the following. "In ltaly there has been an earth-

quake, and many thousands of people have been killed." We

read this news with our intellect, and we say what a dieudful

disaster, we forgot it for half an hour then we meet someone

and ask them if they have heard about the earthquake. LUl

faces t'y to oxp;ess something. and than a h eat yause, as

though we Hate really expoxiencing it. .his is a pure product

of our intellect, these explessions. these WDIdS, tnese ”as

if” emotions, Lave nothing to do with the .eal experiencing

of this eazthquake. From a ceztai' woixL cf View this is quite

 

right. because we would become cxazy id half an hour if we

:eally understood all that was geihu an alound us.

.his intellectual a :oach is necessary. but “0L for

 

in; us is that when we 2 unsforn this  
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intellectual approach, which we are using the whole day, and

which is in its right placé in everyday life. when we transform

this intellectual undesstaxding into our profession we see

 

at once that it is moth . It is our fireatest enemy - our .,

intellect.

If we consider our actor's soul and our profession

than we will see that the intellectual approach is not enough,

It is wrong and the feeling of truth is able to show us on

the stage when the approach is an intellectual one, which has

nothing to do with our profession. Hut as we are accustomed

to do these intellectual procecdurec from morning to night,

we are killing our fooling of truth systematically. :horeroro,

the fooling of truth is dead in our souls — it is quite natural

and understandable. If the feeling of truth were to speak

the whole day to no we would be crazy. because in everything

.5, because the

 

we are speaking. doing and thinking we are lyi

conditions of our life are such that we must lie. To be able

to lie like that we must kill our feeling of truth.

how, on the stage we must do the opposite thing.

We have to awaken this feeling of truth with great effort and

many exercises during many years. Aherefore,you must not think

that your feeling of truth is already awakened. it is not

yet. and you must not think that it will be awakened tomorrow -

not at all! You must have a long artistic life of experiment

and exercise, and with time you will awaken it more and more.

threfoxe, be very active in doing your exeiciscs to awaken



 

3.}:113 gatimj emugh In Rum-r that if

  

you force yourself you will \arly be

 

of truth, 12.3mm! of !.:Lvi;.,g a friend which

you. ‘30 not Jorce the child to $20?! too quickly.

:ow we must 1:.y to make an exyeriésxen: - we will

Take one of Us JCSLL‘S — this is .oL meant as a c: iticlsm.

112 L3 9:21;] an oxrcr line. t, c,.ly 2. example which we '
  

a take the none.- ‘: when L’allndi;,a awe, "is your jug; full?"

  

Jo itmchnican' first arc: we will see some things
I v .1

wsox' ' 100‘: a"; the scene uixh You: feeli‘  

to it. Live

 

than sce;.e with the acxors. 1191: led by your feeling, of truth.

 

You will realize that the actors have dam it 0:17 as an in-

tcllectual scheme — with the same roactio as ou: exm J of

 

the newsgmpor. Concentrate 01'. the two 30:19:.ces, and the rause

ir: betwee;.. a“) txy is create something which will :20'. "an 1:;-

 

Lellectual - my to ho led by your i‘eeli ; of 'tzu‘L‘)‘. and ..o:1v

”1010-

u: infiellect is our enemy because it ln‘cws every-

 

eva‘: before we U‘et our part — me ac :01 “Lows what. hei

will not because he 7:11: done it for i must

 

xepoaT, ‘: ‘at you mum; i 'L be afraid 0' cf Knuth.

  

If you thi;.k 01‘ it as a. 1;: eat 31:. z-Ir‘iclfyou mo

01: will Let be able to follow this beautiful voiceL
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of :hc fooling cf t;.u"_‘n. .iut you must be ‘otave anoug: ta see

5 in youzsoli‘, and 1.: you; Lie d3. no see it ad
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to he brave enough to start the long work of fighting with this

intellect which disturbs us) or Just to be afraid - these are

two different things. Your fear will overpower you. It 19

better to be brave enough to sesgl know all my sins but I em

strong enoufih to go on, and through years and years ofeofrortf

and very careful work I will conquer my enemy."

By all these exercises we are trying to Open ow

inner eyes, and Lo see more than others who do .ot belong to

our profession. we will have some very painful experiences.

but we must do this and open our eyes and see that our artistic

being is full of enemies. If you are suffering because of

having this enemy sitting in you somewhere. this is very good.

Sufferifiu: and exercises. but don't be afraid, that is the

only thing which is dangerous for ue.

dhen we were young we got from Stanislavsky this

feeling of truth, and we were very frightened because we took

it only as an enemy and a critic. and we were afraid of it,

and were with time very bound by it. Before we were able

to say something, or to move. we thought it would be wrong,

because this wrong idea of the feeling of truth was overpower-

ing us. As a result we began to lie more than over before.

But those of us who could overcome this fear got,

 

with time. such a help from this feeli: of truth, which was

so pleasant. A3 experiments we tried, when actinu one cf the

performances which we had already acted for many years, to

start the performance only with the feelinb of truth. lg was
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experiment. no had acied hun‘ ads ol

 

a very interesti

 

the same thir; — how we enthrad, how we put an our 1315, etc.

 

All Lhose small thihfls were a great pleasure.

’
9when you 591 pleasure from this exercising of Lh.

' of mruth. you will be really happy. fan will feel

 

li:

 

r
uthat your rature is much richer than before. Ahe in

truth opens so many doors lr your psycholag‘. and you will

know what Freedom on the s?a;e is, because you are not airaid

of doing anything. the feeling of trugh 13 so irsyirl

 

it is awakened. ihat it leads you. nnly when you are ”

 

12 your connectiOL with the truth will you be

 

frightened, as itfrightehed. fiut do Lot worry

 

is only temporary.

”his year marks *ne fifteenih aunivcrsary ar tne

death of Vakniangav End they are actiLg the rircegs xuzandot

2
wit. a performance which is number 922. I have acted in one

play, Cricket on the Noart.‘ for 600 times. it is a very in-

    

 

sane play so mavy tines, oc-

free to Hake QXyerinex‘s, ah; JO


